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Live and work of a cocoa farmer
Village and cocoa community
Cocoa farmer’s business model
Cocoa beans value chain in origin
Involved parties and stakeholders

What did I expect ?
From the EDP application form:
My professional background
Graduation in Mechanical Engineering 1991. Professional background and
expertise in design engineering, project engineering, process technology, sales
and management. In the business of machines and plants for the cocoa and
chocolate processing industry since 1994.
Working for Bühler with focus on cocoa processing since 2011. Heading the
sales of cocoa equipment and personal sales experience worldwide.
My personal expectations concerning the Exposure and Dialogue
Program
“What is your specific interest in this Exposure and Dialogue Program?”
Having plenty of experience in the cocoa processing, starting from the beans
coming to the industrial process. Further pretty good experience in the value
chain from farms, throughout collecting centers and cooperatives to traders and
logistics.
Following the discussions about sustainable cocoa, improvement of farmer’s
livelihood, certification programs etc. since more than 20 years.
Having already practical experiences from cocoa farms / collecting centers in
Asia and in South America. However limited experience only, regarding cocoa
farming and local processing in Africa.
Knowing that the livelihood conditions, the cocoa farming and local processing
procedures are quite different in Africa / Asia / Latin America, I like to close this
gap of knowledge. Further I like to see how the cocoa value chain in Africa /
Ghana works in practical. Not only on the farm but also in collecting centers or
cooperatives.
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Further, I like to see the people behind the local value chain of cocoa, who are,
to a certain extend, also a base for my personal business and income. What
kind of individuals they are, what kind of business structures they are involved?
How do they live, how do they think and feel about their future and the future of
cocoa?
A lot of those questions are already “answered” by our perceptions, and anyone
in the cocoa business has a certain view. But it will be a great experience to see
reality.
“What do you expect to be of value to you? Or, what do you expect to benefit
from?”
Gaining further impression of a different culture, which is an essential need for
my international business (and which is finally forming my personal and
individual character).
“Imagine, you could envisage what the future would look like: What aspects or
issues will be perceptible after your participation in this program – in your
institution and in your private relations?”
Due to my extensive business (and also private) travelling to many different
areas world wide, I am already familiar with different cultures and behaviors of
people around the globe, in particular in context to the cocoa industry and value
chain.
Such, I think this program will not be an absolute flashing new experience, and I
expect to experience another piece of the puzzle, which is forming my private
and professional personality in regards of interaction with people.

Where did I go ?

Family “ T ”
Cocoa Farmers
“Care Takers”
• Father (68) & Mother (56)
8 acres / 3.2 ha cocoa farm
• Son (33)
6 acres / 2.4 ha cocoa farm
• Two out of 700 farmers under ABOCFA cooperative
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CV of the junior cocoa farmer – my host for three days

Where did I go ?
E X P O S U R E – The cocoa community Aponoapono
Aponoapono is a typical African street village, located in the Suhum District,
Eastern Region in Ghana. A few hundred residents living there, most of them
cocoa farmers, or somehow related to cocoa farming. Due to the ABOCFA
farming model, and compared to other cocoa regions, infrastructure is pretty
good. There is electric power in the mostly brick built houses. Local school
education is available (up to Junior High), as well as public transport by
commuting private taxis to Suhum, and a small hospital. Yet there is no tap
water in the houses, not even in the hospital, but planning for installing a tap line
is already ongoing.
The next bigger town, Suhum, is 7 km away (gravel path), providing the full
infrastructure to approx. 50’000 residents. From Suhum to Accra it is a 75 km
drive on a pretty good motorway.
The cocoa farmer family “ T “
The family T was settling in Aponoapono in 2000, farming the land of the
grandmother (land and farm owner). After her death the land now is owned by
her brothers, who are not in the farming business. The family T is a care taker
family, father and second eldest son running the cocoa farming business on
foreign land.
The eldest son is a preacher, the eldest daughter is married. Both of them left
home already. There are five siblings more, still living at home and attending
local Junior High School.
The family is farming almost 6 hectares of land and obviously has a rather good
standard of living. Electricity, TV set, fridge, kitchen gas oven is there and the
house is furnished quite well.
Beside their income from cocoa farming, they selling by-crops, such as banana,
mango, avocado. Further, a lot of basic food is grown on the farm, such as
plantain, cassava, yam, coconuts, oranges, as well as maize for the chicken.
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Born in 1986 as the second son and the third child.
Coming to Aponoapono in 2000, at the age of 14.
Learning and performing cocoa farming from 2003 (age of 17).
Quit school at 2005 (age of 19) as grandmother passed away, father was
diseased and there was no money for further attending Senior high School.
Took over the farm as a care taker together with his father.
His lot of 6 acres (2.4 hectares) is divided into three plantations and he is
fully responsible for maintaining the cocoa business.
Despite of a relatively good livelihood, he is not very happy about his being,
praying for a better life in Accra or Europe.

The cocoa cooperative ABOCFA
ABOCFA is a framer owned cocoa cooperative, uniting
about 700 farmers in 13 communities. Since 2009 Organic, since 2010 Fair
Trade, ABOCFA is one of only four cooperatives in Ghana holding both
certificates. In total ABOCFA farmers are cultivating 1’000 hectare of cocoa
farms, producing approx. 1’200 tons of cocoa beans per year.
ABOCFA is promoting and training good agricultural practice and (via some
farmers as godparents) is securing school education and child labor free cocoa
beans.
D I A L O G U E – Completing the picture in Accra
To complete the picture, there was another two days program in Accra, showing
complete different sides of the city. On one hand the busy metropolis with all the
shops, banks, bars and restaurants, on the other hand the dirty areas like
Jamestown, showing poverty and people living within a garbage dump.
A visit to the WCF office in Accra provided some insights to their work and
efforts with, and for the cocoa industry. More than 100 members having a
common target, and coming from farmer organizations, chocolate and cocoa
processors, and machine manufacturers. Many key projects are in place and
aligned with the government.

How was the stay ?
Three days with family “ T “
In the community Aponoapono
Sharing daily live and business
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How was the stay ?
Undergoing the daily work on a cocoa farm
First, the stay was providing me a lot of new and specific insights and learnings
about the farming business, as well as about the special organic needs.
The farmer’s calendar is divided into three main sections: Main crop season,
where the farmers are quite busy, working 6 to 8 hours in the plantation, is
staring in September and finished end of December. January to April is still light
crop season, but only if there was some rain in November and December. Most
of the time there is consumed by maintaining the plantation and the trees. May
to August finally is rainy season with some light crop activities.
Beside harvesting cocoa, there is a lot work to do for brooming the trees, cutting
out mistletoes and weeding the plantation. All around the year, several by-crops
need to be maintained and harvested for selling or for cooking purposes.
New plantations are prepared by cutting down all the existing vegetation. A new
vegetation mix is replanted, composed by maize, cassava, banana and others,
and cocoa seedlings in between. After three years, the cocoa trees bearing first
fruits and the cocoa plantation starts running.
Organic beans need a lot more attention than standard, as the farmers can only
use certified fertilizers and pesticides, which have to be applied by special spray
teams. Also the trees have to be cut differently in order to provide more sunlight
to the pods and to avoid moldering. Finally the yield is less – the ABOCFA
farmers get 1.2 tons per hectare. According to WCF on standard beans, 1 t/ha
start getting profitable, 1.7 t/ha is reasonable average, 3 t/ha is possible.
Second, there was some work to do on the farm, where I had the opportunity to
participate. It was an unique experience to “work” as a cocoa farmer, cutting and
opening pods by machete, sawing branches and mistletoes, harvesting yam,
cassava, and other crops. As it was light crop season along my stay, the works
in the plantation was not on full speed. However it was giving a good impression
about the farmer’s efforts and manual labor conditions at 35°C.
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After cutting and opening the cocoa pods by machete, we collected the beans
and the placenta in a wicker basket. The placenta can be removed at this
collecting stage, or later along fermentation. We took the beans to a
fermentation place, where we cut some banana leaves and built a small heap
fermentation. Usually the beans stay here for 5 – 6 days, being mixed every
second day. This kind of heap fermentation at smallholder’s places is different
from Asia and Latin America, where beans are collected raw, and get fermented
in wooden boxes in the collecting centers.
After fermentation, the beans get sun dried on drying mats for another 6 days.
In case of rain, those mats can be folded and covered by plastic foil or sheet
metal to keep the beans dry.
Finally the bans get collected from the drying and delivered to the local PD
(purchasing clerk). After weighing and recording the amounts in a paper book,
the farmers get paid cash from the PC. This guy is storing the beans for pick up
by the COCOBOD “LPC - Licensed Purchasing Company”
Learning about the ABOCFA and COCOBOD value chain
ABOCFA is trading cocoa beans through the Ghana standard channels under
COCOBOD (see flow chart) but is 100% focused on organic & fair trade beans.
Farmers receiving the annual granted “farm gate price” per ton from the
COCOBOD, which is the stock market price minus 25% handling fee.
In parallel ABOCFA is marketing their Organic & Fair Trade label beans (e.g. via
BioFach Expo Germany) and is closing supply contracts with chocolate manufacturers directly (e.g. Tony’s NL, Felchlin CH, Whittacker’s NZ, Taza Chocolate
USA). The premium bonus is bypassing COCOBOD, going straight to ABOCFA.
50% of the bonus going to the farmers, 50% is spent for infrastructure, organic
agriculture support (spray teams, good practice education) etc.
COCOBOD is fixing and securing the cocoa bean price per annum to the
farmers (balancing fluctuation of market prices), is organizing all the bean
transports, payment and logistics, from bean collecting in the community up to
selling to final customers and sea port shipping from Tema. Further, COCOBOD
is providing quality control (big beans for Export, small beans for local processing) as well as bag labelling for traceability back to purchasing clerk. This
kind of governmental institution is unique in Ghana, has pro’s (freedom and
safety for the smallholders) and con’s (money consuming bureaucracy).

How was the stay ?

There is a lot of understanding for personal standard (eating, dressing), but not
at all for sustainable living and environmental issues. In the house, several
times the living area is cleaned by sweeping, but plastic litter (drinking water
comes in sealed plastic bags, 250 ml) is just thrown away everywhere.
The size of the family is securing a proper share of work, in the cocoa plantation
as well as in the household. Every individual has a very clear job description.
Beside the daily life, we paid a visit to the chief of the community. Greeting and
telling him why coming along and what the intention is. He openly shared a lot of
information around the cocoa business and the live in the community, and he
presented his “palais” – the room where the council of elders meet for debating
and deciding on the important community issues.
Finally we had the opportunity to participate in an “open air” worship, celebrated
by the brother of my junior host farmer. It was an amazing experience with a lot
of live music, singing, dancing and quite a remarkable donation at the end.
Meeting up with the WCF in Accra

ABOCFA & COCOBOD value chain

Sharing the family life at home
Beside the work on the farm, the daily life in the farmer‘s household and family
was much impressing. On the one hand side, compared to other cocoa regions,
the standards in this community are rather developed. The houses are solid
brick built, well furnished and equipped with pretty stable electricity and windows
with mosquito protection. The meals were rich and cooked with a lot ingredients
from the farm, but also with dry fish from the market and own grown chicken.
Such, food and accommodation was very good.
On the other hand, some details have been much more poor. Still the drinking
water is coming from a well, a kilometer away. It is the daily business of the
kids, after school, going to the well several times and filling up a 500 liter plastic
barrel every single day. This water is used for washing dishes and cloth, but
also for personal hygiene. The shower place is a small cabinet, water has to be
applied from a bin by a scoop. The toilet is more or less a hole in the ground,
and cooking is partially still done on simple fireplaces.
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“The World Cocoa Foundation (WCF) is a non-profit
international membership organization whose vision is a sustainable and
thriving cocoa sector – where farmers prosper, cocoa-growing communities are
empowered, human rights are respected, and the environment is conserved”
Source: Website WCF
Some highlights from the practical business and the ongoing projects have been
presented and discussed in the Accra office.
• Cocoa Action – A program for improving farmer’s productivity and livelihood.
Key topics are yield improvement, school education and framer training,
infrastructure, boreholes and water supply, agricultural practice and soli
management etc.
• Child protection and child labor free chocolate, which is mainly supported by
the global players in chocolate – School education is the key.
• African Cocoa Initiative – Financed by USAid and mainly focused on R&D in
improving plants and flavor quality and fighting cocoa diseases.
• Hands-On projects such as electronic cash systems via smartphone, data
recording, land survey etc., making farmer’s work more easy and profitable.

What did I learn ?
Weakness & Threads
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material & social poverty
Care Taker’s dilemma
Emigration from farming
Bribe & corruption
Social unbalance
Waste and pollution

No Cocoa No Chocolate No Chocolate
Machines !
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What did I learn ?
Strength & Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABOCFA model
Organic & Fair Trade
Premium bonus
Direct sales channel
School education
Cocoa business
approach
• Infrastructure
• Child protection
• By-crop income
Worth to support !
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Strength and Opportunities – The positive key moments

What did I learn ?

•

The ABOCFA model for 1’200 tons p.a. Organic & Fair Trade certified
cocoa beans is definitely a chance ! Cocoa beans from Ghana having a
good reputation and the prices at the stock market are rather high. Even
if a part of this market price is consumed by the COCOBOD, the cocoa
farmers in Ghana having a future when focusing on diversification,
certification and high end quality.

•

The cooperative approach, as well as the support by the WCF (and such
by the chocolate industry) is supporting the individual smallholders in
good farming practice, farming technology, tree health protection, trading
and marketing of the beans.

•

The Premium bonus of up to 650 US$ per ton (on top of the Cocobod
farm gate price of 1’700 US$ actually) goes straight to the cooperative
and to the farmers. Street works, infrastructure, school standards can be
improved. The direct sales channel for premium cocoa is developing (e.g.
to Tony’s NL, Felchlin CH, Whittacker’s NZ and Taza Chocolate USA).
This premium approach for sure is causing efforts, but also returning
benefit – and such teaching the farmers an entrepreneurial approach,
which is necessary to run a profitable cocoa business.

•

Environmental issues are still not in the focus. Ghana is one of the global
biggest disposal contractor for electronic scrap, coming from industrial
nations. Plastic litter is all over the farms and communities, air and water
pollution protection is unknown.

The cocoa plantations are offering a rich variety of different crops. Some
can be used for cooking, some for feeding the own animals and some for
selling and creating an extra income. This potential needs to be
supported and improved. Also to get a more equal payment every month
(high season for 4 month, but almost no income for the rest of the year).

•

Finally there is not only a risk for cocoa business, effecting the whole
cocoa & chocolate industry, but also a social risk as in other regions
around the globe – and Ghana is still one of the better places in Africa !

School education, child protection, health insurance, decent infrastructure, women empowerment etc. can only be successful as long as
the basic needs are satisfied.

•

Ghana is on a good way, at least in some areas and compared to other
cocoa countries. It is worth to support individually by choosing the right
chocolates and such supporting the efforts on cocoa farmer side.

Weakness and Threads – The negative key moments
•

•

Despite all the ABOCFA benefits in my community, farmers still consider
themselves as poor and sitting at the lower end of society. All individuals
I met, were talking about a better live somewhere, most preferable in
Europe. Some of them already having relatives there. There is high a risk
of young farmers emigrating from the cocoa business.
Care takers, who are not having own land, just getting 33% (max 50%) of
the revenues from the farm, however having all the efforts, while land
owners enjoying easy profit.

•

Cocoa farming is a hard job, plantations are old and partially not well
maintained. Further, there are crops available, promising higher income
at lower effort and risk. Cocoa diseases can kill the harvest of a whole
year and there is no insurance covering this risk. The young generation
doubts in a cocoa farmer future.

•

Still a lot of money is wasted in bribe and corruption, natural resources
which Ghana has plenty of, are not beneficial to the public, but serving
only a rich minority.

•

•
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